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Abstract

A marketable permit system (MPS) has been suggested as solutions to environmental prob-
lems. Whereas properties of MPSs in non-trader settings are well-documented, little is ex-
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in MPS experiments: double auction (DA) and uniform price auction (UPA), and obtain the
following results: UPAs are more efficient and generate more stable prices than DAs; UPAs
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than DAs in trader settings.
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1 Introduction1

There have been many debates about the effectiveness of a marketable permit system (MPS)2

for environmental problems. Economists have long sought to address the advantages and disad-3

vantages of such a system (Goeree et al., 2010, Hahn, 1989, Hahn and Stavins, 2011, Tietenberg,4

2006), and they appear to reach a consensus on the following advantages provided by MPSs: (i)5

efficiency or least cost property, (ii) incentive to innovate and (iii) information requirements for6

efficiency (Field and Field, 2006, Kolstad, 2010).17

Previous studies have examined which trading rules and institutions work best in an MPS in8

controlled laboratory experiments.2 The literature has demonstrated that there are two impor-9

tant factors for the experimental design: (i) the choice of auction mechanisms and (ii) trader or10

non-trader settings. The first factor is concerned with how the price determination mechanism is11

organized in the permit market. In this paper, we focus on the performance of double auctions12

(DAs) and uniform price auctions (UPAs) in an MPS. The DA mechanism is known to perform13

well under general settings and has been extensively applied in economic experiments (see, e.g.,14

Cason, 2010, Van Boeing and Wilcox, 1996). The DA is a real-time trading institution in which15

agents can submit bids to buy and offers to sell for permits; the agents can accept the best bid and16

offer made by other agents at any time during a trading period of several minutes.3 Therefore, a17

DA gives flexibility for agents to trade.18

In contrast, a UPA is considered simpler than a DA because all of the permit trades are made19

with a uniform price.4 First, a buyer is asked to submit “bids to buy” for each unit of additional20

permits, and a seller is asked to submit “offers to sell” for each unit of permits he has. Typically,21

subjects exclusively play the role of either a buyer or a seller. After all of the agents submit bids22

to buy and offers to sell, a central authority collects and ranks all of the bids to buy from high23

to low (i.e., a demand curve), and all of the offers to sell from low to high (i.e., a supply curve),24

and finally determines the intersection of the demand and supply curves. More precisely, this25

intersection occurs at the last unit in which the bid to buy exceeds the offer to sell, and the uniform26

price is the average between the two.27

1More specifically, it is generally argued that (i) an MPS achieves efficiency in the sense that pollution reduction
takes place in the lowest cost manner, and (ii) an MPS provides firms with stronger incentives to innovate abatement
technology because such innovative firms are likely to gain more from trading permits, compared with less innovative
firms. Most importantly, (iii) the aforementioned events can be supported even when the government does not know
any information about the firms’ abatement technologies. In an MPS, the government must determine the total number
of permits to be distributed to an industry and the initial allocation for each firm. The firms are allowed to trade permits
under the assumption that the trading rules for marketable permits function well. Therefore, the regulatory burden may
be less than that for other types of pollution controls such as environmental tax.

2See Muller and Mestelman (1998) and Cason (2010) for an extensive literature review.
3See Davis and Holt (1992) for details about DAs.
4A UPA is also known as a call market. See Davis and Holt (1992) for further information.
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The difference for the second factor of trader or non-trader settings is whether each agent in28

a permit market can be both a seller and a buyer during trading periods or whether each agent29

can only be one or the other. If the agents can take on both roles, we call the environment a30

“trader setting,” otherwise the environment is referred to as a “non-trader setting” (see Ledyard31

and Szakaly-Moore, 1994). Reflecting on the history of MPSs, a trader setting is closer to reality.32

However, there are many experimental works that employ non-trader settings because such settings33

simplify the experimental procedures and reduce the decision complexity of agents.34

A majority of the previous works have used DAs for the experimental study of MPSs. In35

particular, Kilkenny (2000), Plott (1983) and Cason et al. (2003) use DAs under non-trader settings36

and report that the average efficiency observed in the experiments is approximately 98%. DAs37

under non-trader settings promise further simplicity of decision making processes for agents in38

experiments and relief from administrative burdens compared to DAs under trader settings. These39

MPS results of DAs under non-trader settings are consistent with the high efficiency achieved40

under DAs in general auction studies, such as those by Williams (1980) and Plott and Gray (1990).41

Another group of studies including those by Godby et al. (1997), Ledyard and Szakaly-Moore42

(1994), Muller et al. (2002) and Cason and Gangadharan (2006) have used DAs under trader set-43

tings. These experiments demonstrate that observed efficiencies, which range between 60% and44

98%, can exhibit higher variation and be lower on average than those obtained in DA experiments45

under non-trader settings. Furthermore, these works report that the observed prices of permits46

could be unstable. In summary, DAs under trader settings are more likely to generate lower ef-47

ficiencies and less stable price dynamics than DAs under non-trader settings. Some economists48

conjecture that agents are given more opportunities for speculative trades for permits under trader49

settings, which may be the reason for the results, although no one has demonstrated the corre-50

sponding evidence for the existence of speculative trades (see, e.g., Ledyard and Szakaly-Moore,51

1994).552

Although DA experiments are generally established to provide good performance with respect53

to efficiency, Cason and Plott (1996) and Cason and Gangadharan (2005) conducted an experiment54

with UPAs under non-trader settings as a possible alternative. These studies confirm that UPAs are55

efficient in an MPS, and induce true revelations of abatement cost schedules for pollution through56

observed bids to buy and offers to sell in the experiments. The studies also find that price dynamics57

are stable and more responsive to changes in the market structures during the experiment, which58

follow economic theory.59

In summary, the literature on MPS mostly employs DAs and establishes that the institution60

achieves high efficiency for pollution reduction, although efficiencies and prices in DAs under61

5We will demonstrate evidence of speculative trades in DAs under trader settings. This is one of the novelties in
this paper.
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trader settings could be lower and less stable than those under non-trader settings (Cason, 2010,62

Muller and Mestelman, 1998). None of the previous works have compared the performance of DAs63

and UPAs under trader settings on the same grounds, although some authors claimed a promising64

property of UPAs and noted the importance of this comparison between the two auction mecha-65

nisms (Muller and Mestelman, 1998, Smith et al., 1982). This comparison is critical in exploring66

the possible application of MPSs to the real world because players in the MPS participate as traders67

in reality. However, no previous works show the existence of other auction mechanisms that could68

work better than DAs in a trader setting (Smith et al., 1982).669

We design and implement UPA experiments under trader settings. To directly compare the two70

auctions, UPA and DA experiments are carried out employing the same environment and controls71

except for the auction rules. Our study’s novelty lies in the design of the UPA experiments under72

trader settings in which each subject is asked to simultaneously submit “bids to buy” for each73

additional unit he may purchase as well as “offers to sell” for each unit of permits he has in each74

trading period. More precisely, each subject is required to determine both “bids to buy” and “offers75

to sell,” and to submit them to the central authority simultaneously. In this manner, the UPA can76

be considered a trader setting because each subject does not know in advance whether he will be a77

buyer or a seller, and the subject could be both, depending on the bidding and offering strategy as78

well as the announced uniform price. To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first to design79

and implement a UPA for marketable permits in a trader setting and to make a direct comparison80

with the performance of a DA on the same grounds.81

Our experiments yield the following novel results: (1) UPAs are more efficient than DAs in82

a trader setting, which is in sharp contrast with the established results in non-trader settings; (2)83

UPAs generate more stable price dynamics; (3) UPAs induces subjects to more truthfully reveal84

information about abatement costs for emissions; and (4) a considerable proportion of the total85

trades in DAs consist of speculative trades that decrease its performance. With these results, we86

conclude that UPAs work better than DAs in a trader setting. Our results appear to be contradictory87

with earlier experimental MPS studies that consistently apply DAs. However, many previous works88

have not considered UPAs for comparison, except Smith et al. (1982).89

UPAs attract less attention in MPS studies of trader settings, although the UPAs are often90

employed for the real world trades such as in Tokyo Commodity Exchange. Our results shed light91

on effectiveness of UPAs to MPSs, noting that a primary objective of MPSs is to achieve efficiency92

for pollution reduction. On the other hand, based on our observations for DA experiments, we93

realize that subjects often trade permits without considering their underlying cost and value, which94

we call “speculative trades.” We demonstrate that a considerable proportion of the total trades95

6Smith et al. (1982) establish that DAs work slightly better than UPAs in the non-trader settings of various envi-
ronments.
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consist of such speculation that leads to efficiency losses and unstable price dynamics in DAs96

under trader settings, which has never been illustrated in any previous literature. This “speculative”97

result can be considered consistent with the arguments made by Shiller (1981, 2005). That is, if98

individuals’ trading behavior is more dependent on their expectation of the rate of return rather99

than the underlying value of assets or stocks, then the corresponding price and market dynamics100

can be very volatile.101

2 Experimental design102

2.1 Experimental procedure103

The economic experiment was carried out in the computerized experimental laboratory of104

Yokohama National University and International University of Japan using Z-tree programs (see105

Fischbacher, 2007, for further information on Z-tree programs). The experiment comprised 12 ses-106

sions each involving eight subjects for a total of 96 subjects. Furthermore, each session comprised107

10 decision-making periods. The subjects were volunteer undergraduate and graduate students in108

various fields other than economics; they participated in only one session and were paid an average109

of $30 based on cumulative earnings. One session took approximately 1.5 hour, and each session110

consists of two parts; In the first part, practice rounds were implemented for the subjects to ensure111

their understanding of the experiments. In the second part, actual rounds took place. The subjects’112

earnings were the sum of their earnings from the actual rounds.113

The subjects participated in 10 experimental periods, which were unknown to them. At the114

beginning of each session, eight subjects were asked to read instructions and listen to an oral115

presentation made by an experimenter. For instructions and the oral presentation, we consistently116

used neutral terminologies in describing the experimental procedures, such as the rules of trading.117

For instance, emission permits were referred to as “coupons,” and marginal abatement costs were118

simply “production costs,” following the wordings used in Cason and Gangadharan (2006).119

[Table 1 about here.]120

[Figure 1 about here.]121

[Figure 2 about here.]122

Each subject was randomly assigned to a schedule of marginal abatement costs (MACs) for123

10 units of pollution and initial permit endowments. There were four types of MACs, denoted as124

{T1, T2, T3, T4}, and each MAC type has the corresponding initial endowments (See table 1 and125

figure 1(a)). Two subjects were allocated to each type. Therefore, 32 permits were distributed to126
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the subjects as a fixed supply in the permit market, and the corresponding demand for permits was127

derived from the avoided abatement costs. Given this cost structures, the aggregate supply (total128

permits supplied) and aggregate demand for pollution (derived from avoided marginal abatement129

costs) are displayed in figure 2(a) where the equilibrium price ranges between 88 and 91. The130

corresponding aggregate supply and demand for permits are shown in figure 2(b). Figure 2(b) also131

shows that there must be at least 12 trades for social efficiency.132

2.2 Treatments133

Two treatments were prepared: (i) DA and (ii) UPA. We conducted six sessions for each treat-134

ment with the cost structures introduced in table 1. Regarding DAs, we strictly followed the basic135

design and procedure used by Ledyard and Szakaly-Moore (1994) and Cason and Gangadharan136

(2006) where trader settings were employed throughout their experiments. However, we did not137

incorporate several additional factors considered in these studies, such as market power, imperfect138

enforcement, uncertainty and banking. Because our focus is on the most fundamental properties139

of efficiency, price dynamics, and cost revelation under the most basic DA, and on the comparison140

with the UPA.141

The basic design and procedure used to implement UPAs in this study followed those used142

by Cason and Plott (1996) except for the trader settings. Recall that this study employs trader143

settings, whereas Cason and Plott (1996) used non-trader settings. Each participant in the UPAs144

under trader settings was asked to submit a bid to buy, with which he would be willing to purchase145

each additional unit of permits and an offer to sell, with which he would be willing to sell each146

unit of permits he holds. In other words, they are asked to submit both bids to buy and offers147

to sell simultaneously in a single experimental period, and each subject could be a buyer or a148

seller, depending on the uniform price announced by the central authority. With the uniform price,149

each subject traded permits, and a final payoff for the period was automatically calculated in the150

computer display. When a subject has some permits, he does not need to incur the cost for the units151

of production covered by the permits, otherwise he would incur.152

[Table 2 about here.]153

Table 2 provides an illustrating example of the terminal display of the computer for each subject154

that corresponds to the case of a T1 firm. As shown in table 2, when a subject is assigned to a T1155

firm, the induced cost schedule for abatement and two permits of the initial endowment are given156

to that subject, which should be consistent with the information provided in table 1. The subject157

is asked to consider how he makes bids to buy for additional units of permits and offers to sell for158

the permits he holds. As mentioned previously, because our experiment employs a trader setting,159
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we ask each participant to submit both of bids to buy and offers to sell simultaneously; therefore,160

this subject of a T1 firm is required to submit eight distinct bids to buy for each of the additional161

permits that would cover the eighth to first units of production costs, as well as two distinct offers162

to sell each of the two permits that currently covers the tenth and ninth units of production costs.163

Every subject was required to perform the same procedure. For instance, another subject of type164

T4 was asked to submit four distinct bids to buy and six distinct offers to sell (See T4 type schedule165

of cost and initial endowments in table 1).166

The participants did not know the abatement cost schedules and initial endowments of the167

other players, nor did they know whether they become a buyer or a seller. Again note that whether168

a subject becomes a buyer or a seller in each period depends on how he/she makes bids to buy,169

offers to sell and the uniform price in our UPA experiments. The experimenter collected all of170

the information regarding 48 bids to buy and 32 offers to sell submitted by eight participants for171

each period in a session, and calculated a uniform price by ranking bids to buy from high to low172

and offers to sell from low to high by identifying the intersection of the demand and supply. More173

specifically, the uniform price is the average of the bid to buy and the offer to sell at the last unit of174

trades in which the former exceeds the latter.175

Table 2 illustrates how the payoff for each subject was calculated in a period for the case where176

a uniform price was announced as 89. In this case, this subject purchased three additional permits177

to cover the production costs for eighth, seventh and sixth units because the bids to buy for those178

units (111, 98, 92) exceed the uniform price of 89 and he purchased three permits. Finally, this179

subject’s payoff was determined by the summation of the total production costs, the net payment180

for permit trades, and fixed revenue.7 This subject has incurred the production costs from the181

first to fifth units, and successfully avoided incurring the costs for sixth, seventh,..., tenth units of182

production because they were covered by holding five units of permits from trading.183

The permits traded in a single period do not carry over to the next period under the DA and184

UPA treatments, following previous studies. In other words, although a subject purchased two185

additional permits and received some payoff in a given period, everything returned to the initial186

situation of endowment and payoff before trading in the following period. Thus, a subject was187

asked to experience the same type of decision environment repeatedly.188

3 Experimental result: DAs vs. UPAs189

In this section, we present the experimental results by comparing the data obtained from two190

treatments of DAs and UPAs under trader settings. Our focus in this comparison is on (i) the effi-191

ciency achieved, (ii) the price dynamics and (iii) the value and cost revelation in the two treatments,192

7Fixed revenue was included in the payoff calculation for adjustment purposes.
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and then we seek to determine which DAs or UPAs work better in the same environment.193

3.1 Efficiency194

In this subsection, we compare the efficiency achieved from the DA and UPA treatments on195

the same grounds. Figure 3(a) presents the average efficiency achieved over the six sessions in196

each period per treatment. Visual observation of figure 3(a) suggests that the average efficiencies197

achieved over the periods in the UPAs are higher than those achieved in DAs, and our efficiency198

results for the DAs are consistent with previous studies that also employ a trader setting (see, e.g.,199

Ledyard and Szakaly-Moore, 1994).8200

[Figure 3 about here.]201

Whereas DAs are well-known to have a high efficient property, particularly in a non-trader202

setting where each subject is assigned as either a buyer or a seller, Ledyard and Szakaly-Moore203

(1994) provide a well-established result for DAs under a trader setting that exhibit a similar trend204

with our results in terms of efficiency. More specifically, Ledyard and Szakaly-Moore (1994) find205

that the average efficiency achieved in DA sessions under a trader setting is between 60% and 80%,206

which is similar to the range obtained here.207

Next, we observe each individual session’s data more closely and provide a statistical test to208

evaluate the difference between DAs and UPAs with respect to efficiency. Figure 3(b) presents209

all sessions’ observations of efficiency over 10 periods. Six sessions were conducted for both DA210

and UPA treatments, implying six observations per treatment in each period. This figure provides211

another confirmation that UPAs tend to achieve higher efficiency than DAs. Furthermore, two212

boxplots in figure 3(c) are drawn by pooling the efficiency observations over periods; these two213

boxplots appear to be statistically different with UPAs being more efficient than those DAs.214

To statistically check whether the observations on the two treatments differ, we run a Mann-215

Whitney test by pooling observations across periods per treatment, i.e., DAs vs. UPAs. The null216

hypothesis is that the probability distribution of observations on efficiency obtained in DAs is the217

same as that obtained in UPAs. Table 3(a) indicates that the null hypothesis is rejected at even 1%218

significance level; thus, we confirm that UPAs tend to be more efficient than DAs. To robustify219

this result, we also run a random effects model by exploiting the panel structure of our data taking220

cross sectional unit as a session and time as an experimental period. Consistent with table 3(a),221

the column (1) of efficiency in table 4 shows that efficiency is higher in UPAs than DAs with 1%222

statistical significance (See the coefficient on UPA dummy variable in table 4).223

[Table 3 about here.]224

8Note that there has been no research that employs UPAs under trader settings for marketable permit experiments.
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[Table 4 about here.]225

In summary, we obtained a series of visual observations and statistical results that indicate226

that UPAs tend to be more efficient than DAs under trader settings. This result can be attributed227

to many factors. First, many subjects in the DA treatment repeatedly buy and sell a coupon in a228

single period just for arbitrage as a “trader,” whereas the opportunity of resell and redemption is229

simply unavailable in the UPA treatment. This type of additional speculative activities available230

in DAs appears to generate noise in the market performance. Although we will address this issue231

in further detail in the next section and the conclusion, a feature of real-time trading in DAs,232

particularly under a trader setting, may be a cause of the difference in efficiency between DAs and233

UPAs.234

3.2 Price dynamics and volume of trades235

We now discuss the observed price dynamics per treatment and focus on how the observed236

trading prices per treatment are close to the theoretical equilibrium price across periods. Figure237

4(a) presents the plot of the observed trading prices per treatment in each period.9 The result238

suggests that the DA prices are likely to be more widespread, whereas the UPA prices are more239

concentrated in the range between 80 and 90 (see 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for DA and UPA240

averages prices in figure 4(b)). Reflecting on what we observed in figure 4(a), the average UPA241

prices in each period are lower than the corresponding DA prices, as shown in figure 4(b).242

[Figure 4 about here.]243

Recall that our experimental setup yields the theoretical equilibrium prices of 88−92. If the DA244

and UPA trading rules are effective, the observed prices in the experiments should be sufficiently245

close to the theoretical value. In other words, the trading mechanism could be considered more246

desirable if it gives rise to more stable trading price dynamics around the theoretical equilibrium247

level. However, note that even if the observed prices are close to the theoretical value, this result248

does not guarantee that the mechanism achieves high efficiency.249

With this in mind, we further seek to characterize the observed prices over the periods for each250

treatment. Figure 4(c) presents the boxplots drawn by pooling the observed prices over the periods251

for each treatment. The results also suggest that the distributions of observed prices under the DA252

and UPA treatments appear to be different. More specifically, the DA distribution exhibit a higher253

average price and a wider variation than the UPA distribution. To confirm these observed differ-254

ences, we provide a Mann-Whitney test with the null hypothesis that the probability distributions255

of prices under the two treatments are identical.256

9An observed trading price for DAs in each period is the average over the prices of all the trades made during three
minutes of trading in that experimental period.
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Table 3(b) provides evidence that the null hypothesis is rejected at even the 1% significance257

level, implying that the probability distribution of observed prices for DAs differs from that of ob-258

served prices for UPAs. We can confirm this result from a random effects model in the column (2)259

of table 4 illustrating that a coefficient on UPA dummy is negative with 1% statistical significance.260

To further establish the difference, we also run a squared rank test of variances by taking a unit of261

observation as the uniform price for UPAs and the average price for DAs per session in each period.262

The null hypothesis is that the variance of the observed DA trading prices are higher than that of263

the observed UPA trading prices (see Conover, 1999, for the squared rank test of variances). This264

result suggests that the null hypothesis is not rejected at any level of significance; thus, DAs are265

likely to observe a higher variance. In summary, we conclude that price dynamics under UPAs are266

different from, and more stable around, the theoretical equilibrium price than under DAs, based267

on Mann-Whitney hypothesis testing for the probability distribution and a squared rank test of268

variances.269

Next, we investigate the volume of trades that occurred in a period per treatment. Summary270

statistics of the volume of trades in a period are shown in table 5 by pooling the observed data271

per treatment. Following our intuitions, the volume of trades in DAs is larger than in UPAs.272

Furthermore, DAs exhibit considerably higher variation than UPAs with no overlap in the range273

(See the minimum and maximum volume of trades for DAs and UPAs in table 5).274

[Table 5 about here.]275

As mentioned previously, there must at least 12 trades to achieve economic efficiency. Consid-276

ering this fact, the volume of trades is slightly low in UPAs, with an average of 9.65. However, the277

standard deviation is quite small (1.117); therefore, the observed volume of trades is concentrated278

around 10 in UPAs. In contrast, the DA results display a minimum of 28 trades and a maximum of279

111 trades, implying that the number of trades can differ considerably depending on how the trades280

evolve within a period. The average number of trades in DAs is 46.3, and the standard deviation is281

14.53. Thus, the volume of trades fluctuates more in DAs than in UPAs.282

Finally, figure 4(d) presents the observed volume of trades for each session per treatment over283

all periods. The volume of trades in DAs is considerably more widespread than in UPAs. These284

trends are quite consistent with the summary statistics in table 5. In general, the volume of trades285

in UPAs is confined to a range between 7 and 12, which generates a high economic efficiency.286

However, DAs can involve an excessive number of trades, in some cases exceeding 50, and we287

have identified that such excessive trades are driven by speculative trades. Such speculative trades288

in DAs may greatly reduce the efficiency achieved in those periods. This factor is one of the most289

significant pieces of evidence in our experiment that UPAs are preferable to DAs. As mentioned290
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previously, we will discuss why and how speculative trades occur in the discussion and conclusion291

sections.292

3.3 Cost and value revelation293

In this subsection, we report how bids to buy and offers to sell closely follow the true costs294

and values induced in the experiments. In general, trading prices tend to diverge from equilibrium295

prices when the market mechanisms work in such way that people misrepresent or do not follow296

their true valuation for assets and commodities. Consequently, it is less likely to obtain efficient297

(or Pareto optimal) results. Therefore, we attempt to identify which mechanism in DAs or UPAs298

induces a more truthful revelation of costs and values for emissions through bids to buy and offers299

to sell.300

[Figure 5 about here.]301

[Figure 6 about here.]302

[Figure 7 about here.]303

Figures 5, 6 and 7 illustrate how much bids to buy and offers to sell observed in each auction304

mechanism reflect the true value of MACs for emissions. First, we focus on the UPA data, which305

is shown in figure 5. Subfigures 5(a) and 5(b) show bids to buy and offers to sell versus the values306

of MACs, respectively. The distinction between the two subfigures can be clearly observed. Bids307

to buy tend to be lower than the 45 degree line, whereas offers to sell tend to be above this line.308

This feature in the observed data can be attributed to the fact that bids to buy (offers to sell)309

must be lower (higher) than or equal to the value of the MAC to avoid an unnecessary loss from a310

trade. If the subjects are rational and understand the mechanism of UPAs at the beginning of the311

experiments, there should not be any bid to buy above the 45 degree line nor any offer to sell below312

that line. However, the observed data suggests that there are some irrational behaviors, because the313

subjects may misunderstand, or make mistakes. In fact, other research employing UPAs has also314

observed some degree of irrationality as well. In our UPA experiments, approximately 10 percent315

of bids to buy and 8 percent of offers to sell are considered irrational.316

[Table 6 about here.]317

To confirm the general trends observed in the UPAs, we run the ordinary least squares (OLS)318

and median regressions for each of the bids to buy and offers to sell. Table 6 presents the regression319

results of bids to buy and offers to sell for UPAs (See the different columns for UPAs in table 6320

for bids to buy and offers to sell). Demand and value are said to be revealed more truthfully when321
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the regression is closer to the 45 degree line. Consistent with figures 5(a) and 5(b), the regression322

results indicate that both bids to buy and offers to sell are positively correlated with the true values323

of the MACs, regardless of the regression types (See the corresponding columns of table 6). The324

“bids to buy” OLS and median regressions for UPAs indicate that the intercept and estimated325

slope are statistically significant, strictly positive, and can be considered sufficiently close to the326

45 degree line as shown in the “bids to buy” and “UPA” columns of table 6.10 The “offers to sell”327

regressions shown in the “offers to sell” and “UPA” columns of table 6 are also considered to be328

close to the 45 degree line because the intercept is not statistically significant and the slope estimate329

is statistically significant, with estimates of 1.130 and 1.023 for the OLS and median regressions,330

respectively. Thus, the subjects in the UPA experiments truthfully revealed their MACs (or values)331

through bids to buy and offers to sell.332

Next, we analyze the DAs in a similar manner. Figures 6(a) and 6(b) present the scatter plots333

of the observed revelations over the true cost and values through bids to buy and offers to sell.334

These two figures reveal that both the observed bids to buy and offers to sell do not appear to be335

correlated with the true value or MACs, thus differing from the UPA results shown in figure 5.336

Regressions are run to statistically confirm this visual observation of the DA results.337

The “DA” columns of table 6 present the OLS and median regression results for the bids to buy338

and offers to sell under DAs. The estimated intercept and slope are very different from zero and339

unity, respectively. In fact, the slope estimates include negative, zero, or small positive values for340

the OLS and median regressions (See the slope estimates in the “DA” columns of table 6 for bids341

to buy and offers to sell). Thus, observed trading behaviors in the experiments in DAs deviate from342

true revelation of values, as the “bids to buy” and “offers to sell” regressions estimated using the343

data obtained in DAs are far from the 45 degree line.344

Finally, we look at the aggregate data of the pooling of observed bids to buy and offers to sell345

per treatment and run the OLS and median regressions with the aggregate data. Figure 7 presents346

the scatter plot of the aggregate data, where subfigures 7(a) and 7(b) correspond to UPAs and347

DAs, respectively. These two figures confirm the general tendency that bids to buy and offers348

to sell in UPAs are more positively correlated with the values of the MACs than those in DAs.349

The “aggregate” columns of table 6 present the regression results for UPAs and DAs, respectively.350

These regression results confirm the visual observation for UPAs and DAs, that is, bids to buy351

and offers to sell in UPAs more closely follow the 45 degree line than those in DAs because the352

“aggregate UPA” column of table 6 displays an estimated slope of 1.144 for OLS and of 1.034 for353

median regression with statistical significance, whereas “aggregate DA” column in table 6 displays354

an estimated slope of 0.007 for OLS and of 0.000 for median regression. These regression results355

10Here note that the practical magnitude of this estimated intercept for bids to buy regressions is not large and could
be considered negligible.
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are generally in line with visual observation in figures 7(a) and 7(b).356

4 Discussion on speculative trades357

Overall, our results suggest that UPAs perform better than DAs in terms of all aspects of the358

experimental market data, given the schedules of MACs for the eight firms employed in this ex-359

periment. However, this does not mean that UPAs are better than DAs in every environment.360

Therefore, in this section, we explore some possible explanations for our results considering the361

fact that our experiments were conducted under trader settings. Observing that considerably more362

trades occur in DAs than in UPAs and that trades were made with unstable prices in DAs, two363

possible arguments emerge to characterize our results:364

1. The existence of speculative trades in DA under trader settings, and365

2. the schedule of MACs for an MPS in an experimental setup.366

4.1 The existence of speculative trades in DAs under trader settings367

A critical observation we made in the process of implementing the experiments is that the368

subjects conducted speculative trades in DAs. This issue has never been addressed with empirical369

evidence. In particular, we realize that the subjects’ trading behaviors appeared not to be based on370

the MACs in DA experiments as illustrated in figures 6(a), 6(b) and 7(b). Rather, some subjects371

appeared to only care about price movements during a trading period in DAs when they frequently372

sold and bought permits. Under trader settings, DAs provide subjects with opportunities to buy373

and sell the same unit of permits within a trading period and to potentially engage in speculative374

trades, whereas under trader settings, UPAs do not provide subjects with such opportunities.375

To confirm the existence of some types of speculative trades, we closely analyzed the individual376

“bids to buy,” “offers to sell” and “the corresponding trading data” obtained in the experiment.377

More specifically, we ensured each subject’s record of all trades made over a trading period of378

3 minutes for 10 experimental periods. Our intent here is to identify possible speculative trades379

among all the records and to clarify the proportion of speculation relative to the total trade volume380

in DAs. To this end, we prepare some possible definitions of “speculative trades” that can occur in381

DAs under trader settings for MPS. Each possible definition is given as follows:382

Definition 4.1 (Pure speculation) A permit trade is “pure speculation” if either of the following383

cases holds:384
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• A subject purchases a permit at a price which is higher than the MAC that will be covered by385

the purchased permit. Then, the subject sells the permit at a higher price than the purchase386

price.387

• A subject sells a permit at a price that is less expensive than the MAC that was covered by388

the permit sold in the market. Again, the subject then purchases the permit at a cheaper389

price than the price at which he initially sold the permit.390

Pure speculation consists of both buying and selling of the same unit of permits by a single player391

such that the player does not appear to consider the underlying MAC. Rather, the subject seeks to392

obtain more rent out of pure speculation without considering the underlying MAC.393

Definition 4.2 (Speculation) A permit trade is “speculation” if either of the following cases holds:394

• A subject purchases a permit but then the subject sells the same permit at a higher price.395

• A subject sells a permit but then the subject purchases the same permit at a lower price.396

Speculation also consists of both buying and selling the same unit of permits by a single player.397

The difference between pure speculation and speculation is that in speculation, the player may care398

about the associated MAC of an initial permit trade, but then, his second action of trading for the399

same unit of permits is oriented toward obtaining more rents such that the player does not appear400

to care about the MAC.401

Definition 4.3 (Quasi-speculation) We call a trading behavior “quasi-speculation” if either of402

the following behaviors is observed in a single permit trade:403

• A subject purchases a permit at a higher price than the MAC that will be covered by that404

permit.405

• A subject sells a permit at a lower price than the MAC that must be incurred by selling the406

unit of permits.407

Quasi-speculation consists of either buying or selling a permit by a single player. This type of408

quasi-speculation can occur due to irrationality and speculation. In contrast to the previous two409

definitions of pure speculation and speculation, quasi-speculation represents behavior of either410

buyers or sellers that involves a single permit trade.411

[Figure 8 about here.]412
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Given these three possible definitions of speculative trades, we classified the number of trades413

that have occurred in each session and each period. Figure 8(a) displays the average numbers of414

trades categorized by pure speculation, speculation and quasi-speculation relative to the average415

total trade volume over six sessions in each period. These results reveal that speculative trades416

account for considerable proportion of total trades, although the number of pure speculation trades417

accounts for only a small proportion. However, speculation and quasi-speculation are substantial418

when considered simultaneously.11
419

To further clarify the proportion of speculative trades, we converted the volume of trades into420

percentage terms for each category, as shown in figure 8(b). Pure speculation, speculation and421

quasi-speculation account for approximately 5%, 16% and 40% of the total permit trades, respec-422

tively. This result confirms that a considerable proportion of the total trades consist of some types423

of speculative trades, and these speculative trades definitely affects both the dynamics of the permit424

prices observed in our DA experiments and the overall performance of the DAs.425

To establish an efficiency gain in MPS, those with relatively high MACs should buy additional426

permits from those with relatively low MACs. However, the above result in DAs suggests that427

some considerable proportion of trades were made in such a way that MACs may not have been428

considered. Therefore, the existence of the speculative trades based on our three definitions is429

one of the main factors that contribute to the instability of permit prices and the low efficiencies430

observed in the DAs.431

4.2 The schedule of MACs in an experimental setup432

Another possible reason for unstable prices and low efficiencies in DAs under trader settings433

might be the schedule of MACs in MPS experiments. In other words, how MACs are organized at434

individual and aggregate levels may be crucial in DAs under trader settings. Our results indicate435

that DAs under trader settings achieve an efficiency of approximately 80%. This result is very436

similar to that of Ledyard and Szakaly-Moore (1994), whereas Godby et al. (1997) and Muller437

et al. (2002) find an efficiency of more than 90%. The question now becomes “why do the observed438

efficiencies differ?”439

Godby et al. (1997) and Muller et al. (2002) share the same features of MACs for their MPS440

experiments and consider the MPS environment that possesses the following features:441

11We have to note that some portions of bids to buy and offers to sell observed in UPA experiments are irrational,
illustrated in figures 5(a) and 5(b). If subjects are rational, they should not give any bid to buy which is higher than
the corresponding MAC, implying that bids to buy should not be above 45 degree line of figure 5(a). In the same way,
rational subjects should not give any offer to sell which is lower than the corresponding MAC, implying that offers
to sell should not be below 45 degree line of figure 5(b). Recall that approximately 10 percent of bids to buy and 8
percent of offers to sell are considered irrational in our UPA experiments. The proportion of irrational bids and offers
may be slightly higher in this study than previous studies of UPA experiments. It is due to the fact that this study
employs trader settings, whereas others use non-trader settings.
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1. Heterogeneity of MAC schedules across firms is very high such that the range of MACs do442

not overlap considerably at least as a group. Therefore, each subject may be able to easily443

identify whether to be a buyer or a seller.444

2. Some special experimental factors exist to advise subjects to trade permits, such as provision445

of advice by computer wizards.446

These two features encourage the subjects to easily identify whether they possess a relatively high447

or a relatively low MAC schedule in an experimental session. For instance, Godby et al. (1997)448

employ four types of MAC schedules, and two of which (types A and C in that paper) are clearly449

lower than the other two types (types B and D) (See figure 1(b)). More specifically, the range450

of MACs for types A and C do not overlap with the range for types B and D. For example,451

subjects with type A should be able to understand whether they should be buyers or sellers through452

experimental experiences and learning because they can identify that their MACs are relatively453

lower than the others. Furthermore, Godby et al. (1997) focus on the effect of introducing a454

feature of shares when emission discharge is uncertain. Therefore, burdens on the decision making455

of the subjects are heavy in the experiment. Therefore, the authors also included some special456

experimental designs of computer wizards to provide advice to the subjects regarding how to trade457

in such a complex decision environment. This also contributes to the high efficiency obtained by458

the authors.459

Another work by Muller et al. (2002) also obtains a high efficiency in DAs under a trader460

setting. Similar to Godby et al. (1997), these authors also consider highly heterogeneous MAC461

schedules across firms (Figure 1(c)). A group with the types A,B,C,D and E are much higher in462

MACs than a group of types F,G,H, I and J , and the range of MACs for the former group does not463

overlap with that for the latter group. This design for MACs is understandable, because the authors’464

focus is on effects of monopoly and monopsony on performances of MPSs. Thus, their MAC465

schedules are intentionally considered idiosyncratic as a group, where a majority of firms emit466

only two units of pollution, and one of the firms is designated as a monopoly or monopsony. Our467

conjecture here is that the subjects in the experiment easily identified whether they should be buyers468

or sellers through the experimental experiences and learning because of the highly heterogeneous469

environment of MACs in a group-wise manner.470

In contrast, our study and that of Ledyard and Szakaly-Moore (1994) share the opposite fea-471

tures from the above works. That is, each firm’s MAC schedule is relatively homogeneous in that472

the range of MACs across all types overlaps (figures 1(a) and 1(d)). Therefore, the subjects may473

not be able to identify whether to be buyers or sellers in DAs under a trader setting, in contrast with474

the subjects in the experiments of Godby et al. (1997) and Muller et al. (2002). In our case, the475

subjects may not be able to view being a buyer or a seller as a “correct” position even with experi-476
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mental experiences. Each subject is more likely to be induced into a situation where a speculative477

trade is encouraged and yields a larger gain than the gain that can be obtained from MAC-based478

trading. Again, this type of occurrences is possible because other subjects also possess relatively479

similar MACs.480

Put differently, in our experiment, it is more likely that many subjects have homogeneous481

valuations for the permits. In such a case, they are tempted to conduct more trades for permits482

because they cannot identify their “correct” position and are exposed to opportunities to earn more483

by repeatedly buying and selling the unit of permits. Such speculative trades of permits yield484

unstable prices and excessive trade volume. This result is consistent with the arguments made by485

Shiller (1981, 2005) implying that price dynamics and market performances in MPSs become more486

volatile and unstable when people trade the permits based on speculation rather than the underlying487

value. In summary, we surmise that if subjects’ MAC schedules are relatively homogeneous, some488

types of speculative trades can frequently occur in DAs under trader settings. This would be one489

of the main reasons for our DA results.490

5 Conclusion491

We analyzed the fundamental performances of the marketable permits system (MPS) by com-492

paring two auction mechanisms of double auction (DA) and uniform price auction (UPA) under493

trader settings. Although numerous works have examined the MPS in controlled laboratory ex-494

periments, none have compared the two mechanisms under trader settings on the same grounds.495

Several works have noted that UPAs might be a good alternative to DAs that enable high efficiency496

and stable price dynamics (see, e.g., Muller and Mestelman, 1998). However, none of the previous497

studies have supported this conjecture with evidence. Therefore, our research sought to fill this498

gap.499

Our experimental results provided the following novel results: (1) UPAs are more efficient than500

DAs in a trader setting, which is in sharp contrast to the established result in non-trader settings;501

(2) UPAs generate more stable price dynamics; (3) UPAs induce subjects to more truthfully re-502

veal information about abatement costs for emissions through bids to buy and offers to sell; (4) a503

considerable proportion of the total trades in DAs consist of speculative trades that decrease the504

performance. With these results, we conclude that UPAs work better than DAs in a trader set-505

ting. Our results appear to be inconsistent with the literature because many experimental MPS506

studies have consistently used only DAs for their analysis of markets. An exception is the study507

of Smith et al. (1982) that compares UPAs with DAs under non-trader settings, and finds excel-508

lent performance for both types of auctions, concluding that DAs are slightly better than UPAs509

under non-trader settings. Our results confirm that UPAs are more effective than DAs under trader510
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settings.511

We intended to address the reason behind our results. Participants in DAs under trader settings512

are given many opportunities to resell and redeem permits. More specifically, DAs are considered513

to provide more opportunities for speculative trades. This types of speculative trades may be inde-514

pendent of the efficiency aspects of the MPS. However, we are concerned that when a considerable515

proportion of bids to buy and offers to sell submitted in the market do not necessarily reflect the516

underlying marginal abatement costs (MACs), the existence of such speculative trades will not517

improve or even worsen the market performance with respect to efficiency and price dynamics.518

In this experiment, we employed the MAC schedules parametrized by Cason and Gangadharan519

(2006). We realize the differences and similarities between our setting and other previous works520

with respect to MAC schedules (see figure 1). Ledyard and Szakaly-Moore (1994), who obtain a521

similar result to ours in terms of efficiency, employ the relatively homogeneous and qualitatively522

similar MAC schedules to our MAC schedules. In contrast, Godby et al. (1997) and Muller et al.523

(2002) employed different types of MAC schedules that are highly heterogeneous across firms at524

least in a group-wise manner. Therefore, we surmise the manner in which MACs are organized525

across firms is a crucial factor, which we have addressed extensively in the discussion section.526

These observations lead us to one hypothesis. That is, when the MAC schedules are homoge-527

neous, subjects tend to have similar valuations for the permits. In such a case, the subjects may528

be more induced to conduct speculative trades for permits in DAs under a trader setting. Because529

they are exposed to more opportunities to earn more by repeatedly buying and selling a unit. We530

have also observed that such speculative trades of permits yield unstable prices and excessive trade531

volume, leading to efficiency losses. This result is consistent with the arguments made by Shiller532

(1981, 2005).533

This is the first to design and implement UPAs for marketable permits in a trader setting, and534

the first to make a direct comparison with the performance of DAs under a trader setting on the535

same grounds. Our results clearly suggest some positive aspects of UPAs as an alternative to536

DAs for the real-world application of MPSs, such as in Tokyo Commodity Exchange. This study537

also raises a new open question that the market performance of DAs under trader settings may be538

highly dependent upon how MACs are organized. Future studies should address these unanswered539

questions related to DAs, while considering the potential use of UPAs given the results confirmed540

here. Although this research is still limited in the sense that our results are established in a simple541

environment of trader settings, this study can be extended to several different environments for542

comparing the performance of UPAs and DAs. We hope that this work becomes an important step543

toward further examination of successful auction mechanisms for MPSs.544
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Appendix: Experimental instructions “for online publication”597

In this section, a sample of experimental instructions used in our experiment is introduced.598

These instructions are a translated version of the original, which is written in Japanese. The differ-599

ence between instructions for double auction (DA) and uniform price auction (UPA) is only derived600

from “trading rules for coupons,” “some exercises,” and “procedures.” Therefore, the correspond-601

ing parts of explanations are separately prepared for DAs and UPAs, and the common portions are602

only introduced in the instructions for DAs.603

Experimental instruction for double auctions (DAs)604

Introduction605

This is an experiment in the economics of decision making. The instructions are simple and606

if you follow them carefully and make good decisions, you will earn money that will be paid607

to you privately in cash. All earnings on your computer screens are in “experimental yen.” These608

experimental yen will be converted to “real yen” at the end of the experiment with an exchange rate609

of experimental yen = 0.8 real yen. We will conduct a number of periods and your experimental610

earning in each period is determined as follows:611

Your earning = Fixed revenue− Total production costs
+ Sale proceeds from selling coupons− Amount spent when buying coupons.612

Your total experimental earnings are the sum of your earnings over all periods. You will receive613

more cash by earning more experimental money. We will now explain each item that will be part614

of your experimental earnings.615

Fixed revenue616

The same amount of fixed revenue is automatically given to you in each period; the amount617

does not depend on any action you take.618

Total production costs619

You must pay production costs when you produce units. The cost of each unit produced is620

typically different from the cost of other units produced, and your costs may or may not be different621

from the costs of other participants. Your production costs are shown on the left side of your622

computer screen (the numbers for this example are different from the actual numbers used in the623

experiment, and you will not actually learn your values until the experiment begins). Everyone can624

produce up to 10 units, and the cost of each unit is written separately. For instance, your first unit625

produced would cost 25, your second unit would cost 35, and so on. If, for example, you produced626

three units, your total costs would be627

25 + 35 + 47 = 107.628
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Here, you must recognize that the costs are the additional costs associated with each additional629

unit produced.630

Coupons631

You have a chance to trade “coupons” in each period following the compliance rule:632

Your production amount + the number of coupons you have = 10.633

This rule means that you can avoid production and save your production costs by holding coupons.634

Everyone starts with some number of coupons in every period and anyone can adjust their own635

holding of coupons by buying and selling them in a market that will operate over the computer636

network. If you sell the coupons, your cash increases by the sale amount, and if you buy coupons,637

your cash decreases by the sale amount. We will explain the rules for buying and selling coupons638

later on in the instructions.639

Why might you want to buy a coupon? Remember that coupons allow you to avoid production.640

If you currently hold two coupons, for example, and if you had the example of production costs641

shown in table 7(a), then the production costs of ninth and 10th units are saved, and the last642

unit that you must produce is the eighth unit (so that your production of 8 + 2 coupons = 10).643

The production cost of the eighth unit is 141. Thus, if you can buy a coupon for less than 141,644

it might be a good idea because it would allow you to save the production cost of 141. More645

specifically, if you buy a coupon for 120, you save the production cost of 141 and thus make646

a profit of 21(= 141 − 120) because of the lower costs that you incur. In this case, you will647

produce seven units and hold three coupons. Note that the same logic applies when you buy an648

additional coupon to save the production cost for each of seventh, sixth, ..., first units.649

Why might you want to sell a coupon? Continuing the illustration based on the previous exam-650

ple, suppose that you currently hold six coupons with the corresponding production costs shown651

in table 7(b). The production costs from fifth to 10th units are saved and the last unit that you must652

produce is the fourth unit (so that your production of 4 + 6 coupons = 10). The production cost653

of fifth unit is 75. If you can sell a coupon of the fifth unit at a higher price than 75, it might be a654

good idea because these sales revenue exceeds the production cost for the fifth unit. For example,655

if you sell a coupon for the fifth unit at a price of 120, even if you incur the additional fifth unit656

production cost of 75, you would still make a profit of 45(= 120 − 75) on the sale. In that case,657

you would produce five units and hold five coupons. Note that the same logic applies when you658

sell an additional coupon for each of sixth, ..., 10th units.659

Trading rules for coupons660

In each period, you are given an opportunity to buy and sell coupons over a trading duration of661

3 minutes. At any time during the trading stage, everyone is free to make a bid to buy a coupon662

at a price he chooses (a bid to buy or buy bid); similarly, everyone is free to make an offer to663

sell a coupon at a price he chooses (an offer to sell or sell offer). Furthermore, at any time over664

the trading duration, everyone is free to buy at the best offer price specified by someone wishing665
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to sell, and everyone is free to sell at the best bid price specified by someone wishing to buy. Of666

course, there are some limitations: to sell a unit or make a sell offer, you need to have a coupon to667

sell, and to buy a unit or make a bid to buy, you need to have a sufficient amount of cash to pay.668

Throughout the trading duration, you will enter bid and offer prices or accept bid and offer prices669

to execute transactions using your computer. The time left in the trading duration is shown on the670

upper right of the trading screen.671

Trading a coupon672

In the trading duration of 3 minutes, coupon transactions will be made “one by one.” If a pair673

of buyer and seller agree to trade a coupon at some price within the rules explained below, the674

transaction is immediately effective at that price.675

How to buy a coupon There are two ways to buy a coupon.676

1. Submit a “buy bid”—Participants interested in buying a coupon can submit a “buy bid” using677

the “price” box on the lower side of the screen, and then clicking on the “buy bid” button678

in the lower right. This bid price is immediately displayed on all traders’ computers on the679

upper right of the screen, labeled “buy bid.” Once this bid price has been submitted, it is680

binding in the sense that anyone wishing to sell accepts this price, and such an acceptance681

results in an immediate trade at that price. Then, the trade for that unit of coupons finishes682

at that moment.683

If nobody accepts the “buy bid,” then everyone can submit a new buy bid, which must be684

higher than the current highest bid. Because sellers always prefer higher prices. If you try to685

bid a lower price than the best bid currently available, your computer will give you an error686

message.687

2. Accept a “sell offer”—The other way to buy a coupon is to accept the best sell offer (that is,688

the lowest “sell offer” price) by simply clicking the “buy bid” button on the right bottom of689

their computer screen. This results in an immediate trade at that price, and the trade for that690

unit of coupons finishes at that moment.691

How to sell a coupon There are two ways to sell a coupon.692

1. Submit a “sell offer”—Participants interested in selling a coupon can submit a “sell offer”693

using the “price” box on the lower side of the screen, and then clicking on the “sell offer”694

button below that box. This sell offer is immediately displayed on all traders’ computers on695

the right part of the screen, labeled “sell offer.” Once this offer price has been submitted,696

it is binding in the sense that anyone wishing to buy can accept this price offer. Such an697

acceptance results in an immediate trade at that price and the trade for that unit of coupons698

finish at that moment.699

If nobody accepts that sell offer, then a new sell offer can be submitted by anyone wishing700

to sell, which must be lower than the current lowest sell offer. Because buyers always prefer701

lower prices. If you try to offer a higher price than the best offer price currently available,702

your computer will give you an error message.703
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2. Accept a “buy bid”—The other way to sell a coupon is to accept the best “buy bid” (that is,704

the highest buy bid) by simply clicking the “offer sell” button on the middle right side of705

their computer screen. This results in an immediate trade at that price and the trade for that706

unit of coupons finishes at that moment.707

When a trade for a particular unit of coupons is agreed following the above rule, the trade708

of that unit is closed. Then a new trade opportunity for another unit of coupons starts from the709

beginning. The same trading procedure repeats until the trading duration of 3 minutes is over. You710

can be both a seller and buyer throughout the trading duration.711

Some exercises712

Use the following exercises to ensure your understanding. Suppose that you produce up to 10713

units based on the production costs shown in table 8.12 Answer the following questions.714

(Q1) When you sell a coupon at a price of 100 during the trading period of 3 minutes, then your715

experimental earning in that period is calculated as follows:716

Experimental earning = Fixed revenue− (v1 + v2 + v3 + v4 + v5 + v6)
Total production costs

+ (100)
Sales from selling coupons

.
717

(Q2) When you buy a coupon at a price of 78, then your experimental earning is calculated as718

follows:719

Experimental earning = Fixed revenue− (v1 + v2 + v3 + v4)
Total production costs

− (78)
Amount spent for buying coupons

.
720

(Q3) When you buy two coupons at prices of 87 and 70, respectively, and sell one coupon at721

the price of 80 during the trading period of 3 minutes, then your experimental earning is722

calculated as follows:723

Experimental earning = Fixed revenue− (v1 + v2 + v3 + v4)
Total production costs

+ (80)
Sales from selling coupons

− (87 + 70)
Amount spent for buying coupons

.
724

(Q4) When you buy two coupons at prices of 87 and 70, respectively, and sell four coupons at the725

prices of {80, 100, 90, 80}, respectively, during the trading period of 3 minutes, then your726

12In the presentation, the concrete numbers for v1, . . . , v10 and for bids to buy and offers to sell are provided to
practice the following questions. A set of numbers is different for each subject.
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experimental earning is calculated as follows:727

Experimental earning = Fixed revenue− (v1 + v2 + v3 + v4 + v5 + v6 + v7)
Total production costs

+ (80 + 100 + 90 + 80)
Sales from selling coupons

− (87 + 70)
Amount spent for buying coupons

.
728

If you feel comfortable with these questions, you are now ready!729

Procedures730

Step 1: Your production costs for 10 units, fixed revenue, and the initial number of coupons will731

be announced to you. This information does not change over the experiment and may or732

may not be the same as other participants.733

Step 2: You are asked to determine the offers to sell and bids to buy as well as whether or not you734

accept the best buy bids and sell offers throughout the trading duration of 3 minutes.735

Step 3: After the trading stage, you must check how many coupons you hold and your experimen-736

tal earning on the sheet in that experimental period.737

Step 4: Move to the next period and the same procedure will be repeated until the experimenter738

announces the end of the experiment.739

Step 5: Finally, the total experimental earnings will be calculated, and the experimenters will740

apply an exchange rate to identify the real cash payment to you.741

It is very important that you clearly understand these instructions.742

Please raise your hand if you have any questions.743

Please do not talk with other participants during the experiment. If there are no questions,744

we start the practice and real rounds.745

[Table 7 about here.]746

[Table 8 about here.]747
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Experimental instruction for UPAs748

Trading rules for coupons in UPAs749

The authority requires that in each period you must submit a bid price at which you would buy750

each additional unit of coupons and an offer price at which you would sell each additional unit of751

coupons you have. In other words, if you have x coupons, then you have to submit x distinct offers752

to sell at which you would sell each coupon you hold now, and you also have to submit 10 − x753

distinct bids to buy at which you would buy for each additional coupon you might obtain.754

For instance, suppose that you are given two coupons based on the example shown in table755

7(a). In that case, you must produce eight units, and the production costs of ninth and 10th units756

are saved since you own two coupons. However, you now have a chance to trade, and are required757

to submit two distinct offers to sell at which you would sell for each coupon of ninth and 10th units758

you hold now, and you also must submit eight distinct bids to buy at which you would buy each759

additional coupon you may obtain. Therefore, the general rule for submitting offers to sell and760

bids to buy is written as follows:761

The number of offers to sell + The number of bids to buy = 10.762

The price at which all of coupons are traded will be determined as follows: Imagine there are763

eight participants each of which produces up to 10 units. Then, depending on the initial number764

of coupons, each participant must submits offers to sell for each unit of coupons he has as well as765

bids to buy for each additional coupon he will obtain, following the aforementioned rules. After766

the offers and bids from all participants are collected on the computer network, the authority ranks767

all of the bids to buy from highest to lowest. Next, the authority ranks all of the offers to sell from768

lowest to highest. For example, imagine that 26 coupons are distributed among eight participants769

and each submits offers to sell and bids to buy accordingly. Then the authority will receive 26770

distinct offers to sell and 54 distinct bids to buy (in fact, 54(= 80 − 26) bids to buy will be771

submitted to the authority). Finally, the authority will create a ranking for these offers and bids. as772

shown in table 9.773

[Table 9 about here.]774

Here, units of coupons are traded in order from left to right as long as the bids to buy exceed775

or equal the matching offers to sell. In the example from table 9, the highest 19 bids to buy and776

the lowest 19 offers to sell are accepted as trades. The uniform market price, which is paid by all777

buyers and is received by all sellers, is determined as the average of the bid to buy and offer to sell778

of the last unit traded. In this example, the last unit traded is the 19th coupon and it has a bid to779

buy of 111 and an offer to sell of 99. Therefore, the uniform market price is 105 (= (111 + 99)/2)780

and all units traded in this market are bought and sold at this price. After this uniform price is781

announced by the authority, your experimental earning in that period is determined by:782

Your earning = Fixed revenue− Total production costs
+ Sale proceeds from selling coupons− Amount spent when buying coupons.783
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Some exercises for UPAs784

Use the following exercises to ensure your understanding. Suppose that you produce up to785

10 units based on the production costs shown in table 8. Furthermore, assume that you have five786

coupons and submitted your offers to sell and bids to buy, which are also shown in table 8.13
787

Answer the following questions.788

(Q1) When the authority announces a uniform price of 150, how are the coupons traded in your789

transaction?790

(Q2) When the uniform price is 67, how are the coupons traded in your transaction?791

(Q3) When the uniform price is 95, how are the coupons traded in your transaction?792

(Q4) When the uniform price is 150, then your experimental earning is calculated as follows:793

Experimental earning = Fixed revenue− (v1 + v2 + v3 + v4 + v5 + v6 + v7)
Total production costs

+ (150 + 150)
Sales from selling coupons

.
794

Then, calculate your experimental earning when the price is 170.795

(Q5) When the uniform price is 67, then your experimental earning is calculated as follows:796

Experimental earning = Fixed revenue− (v1 + v2)
Total production costs

− (67 + 67 + 67)
Amount spent for buying coupons

.
797

Then, calculate your experimental earning when the price is 86.798

(Q6) Finally, calculate your experimental earning when the price is 95.799

Procedures800

Step 1: Your production costs for 10 units, your fixed revenue, and the number of coupons will be801

announced to you. This information does not change over the experiment and may or may802

not be the same as other participants.803

Step 2: You determine the offers to sell and bids to buy and record them in an excel sheet on your804

computer screen. The, submit them to the authority over the computer network.805

Step 3: The authority announces a uniform price and you must check how many units of the806

coupons in your transaction are traded in the excel sheet. Then, the computer will auto-807

matically calculate the resulting experimental earning for each period.808

13In the presentation for UPA experiments, the concrete numbers for v1, . . . , v10, bids to buy and offers to sell are
provided to practice the following questions. A set of numbers is different for each subject.
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Step 4: Record your experimental earning in the record sheet, and Steps 2-4 will be repeated until809

the experimenter announces the end of the experiment.810

Step 5: Finally, the total experimental earnings will be calculated, and the experimenters will811

apply the exchange rate to identify the real cash payment to you.812

It is very important that you clearly understand these instructions.813

Please raise your hand if you have any questions.814

Please do not talk with other participants during the experiment. If there are no questions,815

we start the practice and real rounds.816
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Unit of abatement T1 (firms 1-2) T2 (firms 3-4) T3 (firms 5-6) T4 (firms 7-8)
1 53 67 27 35
2 61 70 35 38
3 70 74 44 42
4 80 79 53 47
5 91 86 63 54
6 103 95 73 63
7 116 106 84 74
8 130 119 98 88
9 145 134 113 105
10 161 151 129 125

Permit endowment 2 3 5 6

Table 1: Assigned marginal abatement costs and permit endowments where the bold numbers
indicate the marginal abatement costs saved by the initial permit endowments for each type of
firms
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Initial coupons = 2

Unit 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 # of coupons you traded = 3
Cost 53 61 70 80 91 103 116 130 145 161 Fixed Revenue = 1000
Bids to buy 35 55 63 72 84 92 98 111 Total production cost = -355
Offers to sell 150 155 Sale from selling = 0

Amount spent for buying = -267

89
# of coupons purchased = 3

0

After coupons are traded
Production Cost 53 61 70 80 91 0 0 0 0 0

Experimental earning = 378
674

Your market transaction
a uniform price =

# of coupons sold =

Total earning    =

Table 2: An example of the subjects’ computer terminal display
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Table 3: Mann-Whitney tests for efficiencies and prices

(a) Mann-Whitney test for comparison of two treatments on effi-
ciency under the null H0 : efficiency (DA) = efficiency (UPA)

Treatment Obs Rank sum Expected

DA 60 2392 3630
UPA 60 4868 3630
Combined 120 7260 7260

Statistic Value

Unadjusted variance 36300.0
Adjustment for ties −20.92
Adjusted variance 36279.08
z statistic −6.50
Prob > |z| 0.000

(b) Mann-Whitney test for comparison of two treatments on ob-
served trading prices under the nullH0 : Price(DA) = Price(UPA)

Treatment Obs Rank sum Expected

DA 60 4649.5 3630
UPA 60 2600.5 3630
Combined 120 7260 7260

Statistic Value

Unadjusted variance 36300.0
Adjustment for ties −46.26
Adjusted variance 36253.74
z statistic 5.407
Prob > |z| 0.000
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Table 4: Random effects model to test the effect of UPA treatment on efficiency and price

(1) (2)
Efficiency Price

UPA dummy 0.160∗∗∗ −5.683∗∗∗
(0.0356) (1.597)

Constant 0.769∗∗∗ 93.43∗∗∗

(0.0252) (1.129)

Observations 120 120
Wald χ2 20.10 12.66

[0.000] [0.000]
Standard errors in parentheses
p-value for Wald χ2 in square brackets
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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Variable Mean Std. Dev. Min. Max.
DA 46.3 14.534 28 111
UPA 9.65 1.117 7 12

Table 5: Statistics for the volume of trades in a period per treatment (N = 60)
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Table 7: Production costs for (a) 2 coupons and (b) 6 coupons, respectively

(a) A case of 2 coupons

Unit 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Cost 25 35 47 61 75 91 111 141 173 211

(b) A case of 6 coupons

Unit 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Cost 25 35 47 61 75 91 111 141 173 211

The bold face of the number in the “unit” column represents the production units whose costs are saved by
holding coupons.
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Table 8: Production costs
Unit 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Cost v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 v7 v8 v9 v10
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Table 9: Ranking of offers to sell and bids to buySheet1

Coupons Bids to buy Offers to sell
1 200 30
2 198 35
3 195 39
4 185 40
5 174 42
6 172 49
7 170 50
8 170 51
9 168 51

10 165 53
11 163 57
12 147 64
13 145 65
14 144 70
15 139 71
16 138 74
17 120 85
18 114 85
19 111 99
20 98 100
21 96 101
22 85 111
23 83 120
24 79 123
25 77 142
26 66 155

Page 1
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